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Abstract 

This paper is the first in a series that will document the Mt Flora giant ring structure 

(GRS) in the West Pilbara Craton as observed in geoscientific data. The Mt Flora giant ring 

structure centre is located at 21˚ 45’S and 117˚00’E, about 120km south of Karratha and 20 

km SW of Millstream National Park.These papers record empirical observations and are 

published as a springboard to advance research and exploration of the Pilbara. Speculation on 

a possible impact origin of the Mt Flora GRS is developed during the paper. 

Mt Flora GRS was discovered in 2013 when ring structures in the Pilbara were being 

investigated using the gravity, magnetics and radiometrics images seen in the Blewett et al. 

2012 Australia in Time and Space publication.  

This research was dusted off because there is a lot of recent discussion on the 

similarity of the Pilbara to the Witwatersrand goldfield in South Africa and the exploration 

potential sparked by the discovery of many Witwatersrand type nuggets at Purdy’s Reward 

40km SE of Karratha. Witwatersrand basin was formed by the Vredefort impact structure at 

2.08 Ga. The main factor missing is evidence of a Vredefort type impact structure. This paper 

presents evidence for a giant ring structure (GRS) of the same size and timing as Vredefort to 

create a Witwatersrand type sedimentary basin in the Pilbara into which the source gold can 

be deposited. Gold mineralisation at Purdy’s Reward appears to be associated with the 

intersection of the Mt Flora outer gravity ring’s contact with the greenstones to the north.  

Thus the rim of the Mt Flora GRS, especially where it intersects gold bearing 

greenstone/granite belts is prospective. That there were algal mats present to precipitate the 

gold has been well documented. 

There are gold, and other minerals, exploration opportunities where these rings 

intersect mineralised zones. Preliminary targeting for Witwatersrand gold and iron is 

presented. 

 

Introduction 

The Mt Flora giant ring structure centre is located at 21˚ 45’S and 117˚00’E, about 

120km south of Karratha and 20 km SW of Millstream National Park. This paper has been 

written in colloquial language for ease of reading and wide distribution to non-technical 

people.  



 
Figure 1. Table of giant ring structures in the Yilgarn Craton and Mt Flora GRS in the Pilbara 

Craton.  

Speculation on the depth of the above published Yilgarn Craton structures and why 

such huge, obvious structures have such weak surface geological expression is very actively 

being discussed by the readers of my papers on the Yilgarn GRSs. In the last 6 months 

37,000 visits have been made to the geotreks.com.au website. Interest is growing in the 

methodology of defining the structures and the geology hypotheses.  

The huge breadth of the topic means this website is being put together like a jigsaw, 

piece by piece, starting with simple interpretation of the GRS through raw geology, Landsat, 

magnetics, gravity, radiometrics, topography and other data and generally avoiding the more 

speculative, controversial areas. To further this collaborative research the following is a list 

of papers published on the GRS on geotreks.com.au (Boondi-Boorabbin Watchorn YBB #1, 

Barrambie; Watchorn YB #1, 2017, Cauden; Watchorn YC #1 – 3, 2017, Malgar; Watchorn 

YM #1, 2017, Norseman; Watchorn YN #1 – 2, 2017); Watchorn; Watchorn YW # 1 – 4, 

2017, and Yamarna; Watchorn YY # 1 – 4, 2017). 

Watchorn, R.B. 2013. Lecture on possible giant impact structures.  AusIMM Lecture 

Perth Branch Nov 2013. Google link. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0HdKnHomeA 

Watchorn, R.B. 2013. Examination of impact structures in the Yilgarn, Western 

Australia: ASEG Preview 166, 35. http://www.publish.csiro.au/pv/pdf/PVv2013n166p35 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0HdKnHomeA
http://www.publish.csiro.au/pv/pdf/PVv2013n166p35


Watchorn, R. B. 2013. The discovery of Prima Facies Evidence for impact structures in 

the Eastern Yilgarn, Western Australia: ASEG Preview 167, 25. 

http://www.publish.csiro.au/PV/PVv2013n166p35  

Watchorn, R.B. 2013. Multiple Giant Ring Structures and their relation to 

mineralisation in the Eastern Yilgarn, Western Australia. The discovery of Probable impact 

structures and their probable Prima Facies impact evidence. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/eaxbguglirdzhe9/Watchorn%20GRS%20morphology%20and%2

0mineralisation%20Aug%202013.docx  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YBB #1. Boondi-Boorabbin Giant Ring Structure cluster, 

Southern Cross area, Yilgarn, Western Australia. Remnant Archaean Superplume, 

Metamorphic core complex or Impact Structure? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/ybb-1-boondi-boo…impact-structure/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YB #1. The 420km diameter Barrambie Giant Ring Structure as 

observed in the Yilgarn geological data. Archaean Superplume or Impact Structure? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/420km-barrambie-giant-ring-structure-
yilgarn-geological-data-archaean-superplume-impact-structure/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YC #1. The 370km diameter Cauden Giant Ring Structure as 
observed in the Yilgarn geological surficial data. Does it represent an Archaean Superplume 

or Impact Structure? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-1-cauden-new-yilgarn-craton-
giant-ring-structure-relict-impact-superplume-structure/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YC #2, Aeromagnetics Highlight the Median Rings in in the 
370km diameter Cauden Giant Ring Structure. Why do they line up with the major mines? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-

rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-
major-mines/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YC #3. Geology, Gravity, Mineralisation and Exploration 
Targeting of the 370km diameter Cauden Giant Ring Structure. Is this one of the world’s 

largest meteorite impacts?   https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-

gravity-mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-
one-worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017 YM #1, 2017. The 250km diameter Malgar Giant Ring Structure 
as observed in the Yilgarn geological data. Is it an Archaean Superplume or Impact 

Structure? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/impact-structure-

250km-diameter-malgar-giant-ring-structure-observed-yilgarn-geology/  
Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YN #1. Norseman, an unreported 700 km diameter giant ring 

structure defined by radiometrics.  Real or imaginary? Is a revision of Yilgarn Craton 
geology and exploration fundamentals required? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-

imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/ 
Watchorn, R, B. 2017. YN #2. The 700 km diameter Norseman giant ring structure 

is now defined by Landsat.  Formulating new parameters for Yilgarn exploration. 
Discovering the Yilgarn’s deep design? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/yn-2-700-km-diameter-norseman-grs-defined-by-landsat-new-parameters-for-

yilgarn-exploration-discovering-yilgarns-deep-design/  

Watchorn, R. B., 2017.  YW #1.  Archaean meteorite impacts in Western Australia – 

real or imagined? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/archaean-
meteorite-impacts-in-western-australia-real-or-imagined/ 

http://www.publish.csiro.au/PV/PVv2013n166p35
https://www.dropbox.com/s/eaxbguglirdzhe9/Watchorn%20GRS%20morphology%20and%20mineralisation%20Aug%202013.docx
https://www.dropbox.com/s/eaxbguglirdzhe9/Watchorn%20GRS%20morphology%20and%20mineralisation%20Aug%202013.docx
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/ybb-1-boondi-boo…impact-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/ybb-1-boondi-boo…impact-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/420km-barrambie-giant-ring-structure-yilgarn-geological-data-archaean-superplume-impact-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/420km-barrambie-giant-ring-structure-yilgarn-geological-data-archaean-superplume-impact-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-1-cauden-new-yilgarn-craton-giant-ring-structure-relict-impact-superplume-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-1-cauden-new-yilgarn-craton-giant-ring-structure-relict-impact-superplume-structure/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-major-mines/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-major-mines/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-2-aeromagnetics-highlight-the-median-rings-in-in-the-370km-diameter-cauden-giant-ring-structure-why-do-they-line-up-with-the-major-mines/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yc-3-geology-gravity-mineralisation-exploration-targeting-of-yilgarn-370km-cauden-giant-ring-structure-one-worlds-largest-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/impact-structure-250km-diameter-malgar-giant-ring-structure-observed-yilgarn-geology/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/impact-structure-250km-diameter-malgar-giant-ring-structure-observed-yilgarn-geology/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-1-norseman-an-unreported-700-km-diameter-giant-ring-structure-real-or-imaginary-impact-structure-or-superplume/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-2-700-km-diameter-norseman-grs-defined-by-landsat-new-parameters-for-yilgarn-exploration-discovering-yilgarns-deep-design/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-2-700-km-diameter-norseman-grs-defined-by-landsat-new-parameters-for-yilgarn-exploration-discovering-yilgarns-deep-design/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yn-2-700-km-diameter-norseman-grs-defined-by-landsat-new-parameters-for-yilgarn-exploration-discovering-yilgarns-deep-design/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/archaean-meteorite-impacts-in-western-australia-real-or-imagined/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/archaean-meteorite-impacts-in-western-australia-real-or-imagined/


Watchorn, R. B., 2017.  YW #2 Leonora Ring – a circular pop-out structure? Discovery 
of a new Giant Ring Structure – real or imaginary? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-
imaginary/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017.  YW #3. Leonora Ring correlation of Landsat, magnetics and 

gravity data. An Enigma being resolved?  https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-
structures/yw-3-leonora-ring-correlation-landsat-magnetics-gravity-data-enigma-resolved/ 

Watchorn, R., B., 2017 YW #4 Watchorn giant ring structure, correlation of the 
Landsat, Gravity and TMI Magnetic rings. Meteorite Impact structure? 

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/watchorn-giant-ring-structurelandsat-

gravity-and-tmi-rings-meteorite-impact/ 
Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY #1 Giant ring structures and gold in the Far Eastern 

Yilgarn. Meteorite impacts?  https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/2-
giant-ring-structures-gold-far-eastern-yilgarn-meteorite-impacts/ 

Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY # 2 Yamarna giant ring cluster.  Comparison of the 

radiometric and Landsat Giant Ring Structures. Independent coincident evidence of Yamarna 
GRS existence? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-2-yamarna-giant-ring-

cluster-landsat-giant-ring-structures-provide-independent-coincident-evidence/  
Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY #3 Plumridge giant ring structure. Preliminary 

Investigation of the Exploration Potential using radiometrics. Where and what was the gold 

source? https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-
structure-preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-

and-what-was-the-gold-source/  
Watchorn, R. B., 2017. YY # 4 Correlation of Plumridge Giant-Ring-Structure with 

Seismic Traverse 12 GA T1. Understanding the 3D Structure of Giant Ring Structures and 

their Associated Mineralisation. https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-

structures/plumridge-giant-ring-structure-3d-research/ . 

Each Pilbara GRS will be described and thus this aspect of the geology of the Pilbara 

will be incorporated into the excellent work already completed. It is suggested that both the 

Yilgarn GRS and the Pilbara GRSs were generated at the top of the rigid old 3.5 – 2.9 Ga 

planet surface (which is now the top of a lower crust) by impacts like Vredefort, Sudbury and 

Chicxulub. The current surface mineralisation may have originated from this level. Field 

work has proved Watchorn and Cauden  GRS in the Yilgarn are real geological features. 

It is up to my geoscience colleagues to further this study through to practical 

exploration outcomes.  

It will be a case of the early exploration bird getting the worm. If the Yilgarn paper 

on the Yamarna structures, and their very obvious relationship to the Tropicana and Gruyere 

mines, had been published 10 years ago, those mines would have been found based on that 

paper. The Yamarna paper suggests further prime exploration targets. This paper on the Mt 

Flora GRS is similar, in that it is a new targeting tool for further Purdy’s Reward discoveries!  

https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-imaginary/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-imaginary/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/leonora-ring-circular-pop-structure-discovery-new-giant-ring-structure-real-imaginary/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yw-3-leonora-ring-correlation-landsat-magnetics-gravity-data-enigma-resolved/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yw-3-leonora-ring-correlation-landsat-magnetics-gravity-data-enigma-resolved/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/watchorn-giant-ring-structurelandsat-gravity-and-tmi-rings-meteorite-impact/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/watchorn-giant-ring-structurelandsat-gravity-and-tmi-rings-meteorite-impact/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/2-giant-ring-structures-gold-far-eastern-yilgarn-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/australia/2-giant-ring-structures-gold-far-eastern-yilgarn-meteorite-impacts/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-2-yamarna-giant-ring-cluster-landsat-giant-ring-structures-provide-independent-coincident-evidence/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-2-yamarna-giant-ring-cluster-landsat-giant-ring-structures-provide-independent-coincident-evidence/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-was-the-gold-source/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-was-the-gold-source/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/yy-3-plumridge-giant-ring-structure-preliminary-investigation-of-the-exploration-potential-using-radiometrics-where-and-what-was-the-gold-source/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/plumridge-giant-ring-structure-3d-research/
https://geotreks.com.au/work/giant-ring-structures/plumridge-giant-ring-structure-3d-research/


Landsat evidence of Mt Flora GRS 

 
Figure 2. Raw Landsat of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara from Google Earth, closer view. Note 

the poor contrast and definition of geographical features. 

 



 
Figure 3. Enhanced Landsat of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara from Google Earth. Note the better 

definition of geographical features using the sharpness and contrast features (picture 

correction) in PowerPoint. 

 



 
Figure 4. Enhanced Landsat (Google Earth) of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara, closer view. Note 

the good definition of geographical features using the colour/contrast feature in PowerPoint. 

The figures have a good resolution so in if a closer look is needed enlarge the figure.  

 



 

Figure 5. Enhanced Landsat (Google Earth) of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara, closer view. Note 

the good definition of geographical features using the colour/contrast feature in PowerPoint.  

The outcropping granites are enhanced and the sediments remain subdued. The 

interpretation (yellow) is from the gravity interpretation in the next set of images. There is a 

ring of mountains following the NE and SE quadrants of the median ring A.  

The Fortescue basin (base 2.7 Ga (Thorn and Kendall 2001, DMP - Geological 

Survey, WA, 2017, Website) can be clearly traced where it lies upon the older 

Greenstone/granite Pilbara Craton (>3 Ga). It is this basal boundary that is important for the 

location of Witwatersrand equivalent gold/uranium deposits, It is observed that the Purdy’s 

Reward. The Purdy’s Reward project, where Witswatersrand type gold nuggets have been 



discovered, is located on this boundary. This fits with the hypothesis that the deposit is a 

Witwatersrand analogue - if the gravity ring (A) is a result of an impact structure and the gold 

from the surrounding greenstones and granites are funnelled into the crater basin. This will be 

discussed after the Mt Flora GRS has been defined in the next sets of data. 

Gravity evidence of Mt Flora GRS 

 
Figure 6. Gravity image showing the Mt Flora GRS including farfield area, Pilbara WA 

(original image from Blewett et al 2012 p 77). 

Two giant ring structures are observed in the Pilbara Craton gravity. This paper 

focusses on the western Mt Flora GRS. These ring structures disturb the older craton 

geology and they may have been responsible for the formation of some of the later 



igneous and volcanic/sedimentary belts. For comparison Vredefort impact structure centre 

gravity is shown and the location of the Purdy’s Reward Witwatersrand type nuggets is  

shown. 

 

 
Figure 7. Interpreted Gravity of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara including nearfield (yellow) and 

field (black) interpretation (original image from Blewett et al 2012 p 77).  

There is a 30km subdued central high in gravity. The annulus between the centre and 

the high gravity outer ring is of lower gravity than the regional gravity There are many 

segments observed of farfield rings up to 600km from the centre suggesting (if symmetrical) 

an original diameter of 1200km. 



The irregular, low gravity traversing the centre is due to the Fortescue River and the 

Fortescue Basin sediments. The rings are weaker but still present through this area. 

The smooth, high gravity in the south of the Mt Flora GRS masks the rings and is due 

to the overlying iron rich Hamersley Group sediments and igneous rocks. The rings penetrate 

both the Fortescue basin and the Hamersley Group suggesting continuing movement. 

The concentric nature and the morphology (Grieve and Pilkington 1996) of these rings 

suggest that the Mt Flora GRS may be an impact structure.  

 

Figure 8. Uninterpreted Gravity of the Mt Flora GRS centre, Pilbara (original file from DMP, 

Geological Survey, WA, 2017, Website - Gravity KMZ file used for Google Earth)). 

 



 
Figure 9. Interpreted enhanced Gravity of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara (original file from DMP, 

Geological Survey, WA, 2017, Website - Gravity KMZ file used for Google Earth). 

 



Quick guide to enhance an image.  

 
Figure 10. Enhanced images of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara  (original file from DMP, 

Geological Survey, WA, 2017, Website - Gravity KMZ file used for Google Earth). 

The image is enhanced using the PowerPoint Image Corrections and Artistic effects 

functions. The enhancements illustrate the clarification of geological structures. 

  Inset A. In the original gravity image about 30% of a blurred ringlike feature can be 

seen.  The ring is hard to observe in the raw image because it is unfocussed and is overridden 

by the more dramatic colour changes which mask the step change in the gravity signature.  

Inset B. Once the structures are located they can be made more visible using the 

Corrections function by sharpening up the image and giving the image a higher contrast 

which accentuates the edges. The brightness function is used to determine the level of detail 

observed in a particular gravity signal range. If the low gravity signal range is needed to be 

investigated then the image is darkened and vice versa. 

Inset C. To enhance the structural features the Artistic Effects function can be used. 

This function is designed to enhance the main structures and ignore the plethora of minor 



structures. The most effective buttons for geological structures are; pencil grey scale for 

geological structure, chalk sketch for enhancing different textures of similar gravity intensity, 

cement gives a pseudo first derivative by flattening the signal and so reduces regional ground 

effects from swamping the more subtle structures.  

Inset D. The Artistic effects plastic wrap gives a wet look to the image. This gives an 

edge effect which accentuates the abrupt changes in colour (colour is a measure of signal 

intensity) and is very effective at enhancing structures or colour (lithological) changes. 

There are exploration opportunities where these rings intersect the other greenstone 

belts. 

If giant ring structures penetrate the more rigid upper mantle (at the right time) they 

may focus enormous magmatic, vapour and hydrothermal fluid release through the crust over 
a long time period (200Jones and Heinrich 2005, Hronsky 2013).  

The Pilbara gold deposits formed over an extended time period as separate 

episodes (Huston et al. 2002).  
Both inner and outer rings, in all insets, correlate with the ring positions on other data 

images.  



Vredefort impact structure (South Africa) and Mt Flora central area gravity scale 

comparison. 

Figure 11. Enhanced wet look Gravity of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara  (original file from DMP, 

Geological Survey, WA, 2017, Website - Gravity KMZ file used for Google Earth).  A 

comparison, at the same scale, with the gravity of the centre of the Vredefort Impact 

Structure South Africa (Canadian microgravity 2009 is shown.  

 



Surface geology evidence of Mt Flora GRS 

 
Figure 12. Uninterpreted surface geology of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara (DMP, WA 2017 

Website) showing the location of Purdy’s Reward project. 

 



 
Figure 13. Surface geology of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara (DMP, WA 2017 Website ) with 

superimposed gravity interpretation.  

 

 



Surficial geology evidence of Mt Flora GRS 

 
Figure 14. Mt Flora surficial geology 1 km2 ‘pixels (Blewett AITS Ch2 2012 p 69). 

The geological structures cannot be observed but trends of different colours can be 

observed. 

 



 
Figure 15. Mt Flora uninterpreted enhanced surficial geology 1 km2 ‘pixels (Blewett AITS 

Ch2 2012 p 69) 

The previous image has been contrast enhanced and flattened (pseudo derivative so 

all data points are given more equal colour – strength), enabling a more detailed analysis of 
the specific wavelengths that correlate with the bland, lighter surficial cover areas.  This 

image was further enhanced by pattern recognition software.  



 

Figure 16. Mt Flora enhanced and interpreted surficial geology 1 km2 ‘pixels (Blewett AITS 

Ch2 2012 p 69) 

The enhancement of surficial fact geology illustrates the clarification of geological 

structures making partially visible the diffuse inner ring (yellow surficial geology and black 
gravity interpretation in figure 16). The eastern sections of the outer rings (yellow surficial 

geology in figure 16) are also now more defined. Both inner and outer rings correlate with the 

interpreted ring positions on other data images. 
 

 



Magnetics evidence of Mt Flora GRS 

Figure 17. Mt Flora uninterpreted magnetics (Blewett AITS Ch2 2012 p 77). 



 
Figure 18. Mt Flora interpreted magnetics (Blewett AITS Ch2 2012 p 77) 

The magnetics interpretation is white and the gravity interpretation is superimposed 

with good correlation in the centre (yellow full lines). The dashed white lines of the 

magnetics farfield interpretation correlate well with the interpretation of the gravity farfield 

structures (black lines in figure 6). 

In the northern half the annulus between the centre and the high magnetics outer ring 

is of lower magnetic intensity. There are segments observed of farfield rings up to 600km 

from the centre suggesting (if symmetrical) an original diameter of 1200km. 

The linear, irregular, medium intensity magnetics traversing the centre is due to the 

Fortescue River and the Fortescue Basin sediments. The rings are weak but still persist 

through this area. 



The smoother magnetics in the south of the Mt Flora GRS masks the rings and is due 

to the overlying iron rich Hamersley Basin sediments and igneous rocks. The rings penetrate 

both the Fortescue and Hamersley basins suggesting continuing movement. 

The concentric nature and the morphology (Grieve and Pilkington 1996) of these rings 

suggest that the Mt Flora GRS may be an impact structure.  

Radiometric evidence of Mt Flora GRS 

 

Figure 19. Mt Flora uninterpreted radiometrics (original image Blewett AITS Ch2 2012 p 

77). 

There are many giant ring structures visible in the Pilbara radiometrics. The Yilgarn 

radiometrics were excellent for defining Yilgarn Craton GRS that were only weakly observed 

in the other data images. This also appears to be the case in the Pilbara Craton. 



 

Figure 20. Mt Flora interpreted radiometrics (original image Blewett AITS Ch2 2012 p 77). 

There is good correlation between the Radiometrics (white) and gravity (black) interpretation. 

The farfield radiometrics (white dashed lines) of the GRS are most clearly observed in the 

radiometrics. Toggle between figures 19 and 20 to see this. 

 



 
Figure 21. Mt Flora interpreted radiometrics (original image Blewett AITS Ch2 2012 p 77). 

There is good correlation between the Radiometrics (white) and gravity (black) 

interpretation. The farfield radiometrics (white dashed lines) of the GRS are most clearly 

observed in the radiometrics and magnetics (yellow dashed lines). Toggle between figures 19, 

20 and 21 to see this. 

Size, origin and age of the Mt Flora giant ring structure. 

The Mt Flora GRS has many of the features of an impact structure. There are 

numerous concentric circles, albeit segmented. There is a strong 200km diameter ring 

observed in gravity, magnetic, radiometric, Landsat and geology data images. There is a 

30km central high in gravity. The annulus between the centre and the outer ring is of lower 

gravity and magnetics than the regional data intensity. There are many segments of the 

farfield rings up to 600km from the centre suggesting an original diameter of 1200km. 

The concentric nature and the morphology (Grieve and Pilkington 1996) of these rings 

suggest that the Mt Flora GRS may be an impact structure.  

The age of the Mt Flora GRS is older than the base of the 2.775–2.630 Ga volcano-

sedimentary Fortescue Group (Thorn and Kendall 2001) and may be as old as the age of the 

older 3.47 Ga spherulite beds in the East Pilbara (Glikson and Allen 2004).  

Evidence in the Archaean Pilbara and adjoining Kaapvaal Cratons of several impact 

spherulite ejecta horizons confirm that large impacts occurred around 2.48, 2.63, 2.7 2.9? and 



3.47 Ga (Simonson et al 2004, Hassler and Simonson 2001, Bryerly et al 2002, Glikson 2004,  

Glikson and Allen 2004, Glikson and Tonguç Uysal, 2013, Glikson et al. 2016). 

Is Mt Flora GRS one of the impacts that caused these spherulite beds in the eastern 

Pilbara between 3.472 – 2.48 Ga? The impacts should still be visible in data relating to crust 

of that age even if the original surface expression of the imact is buried.  Yarrabubba, in the 

northern Yilgarn Craton, is the only large verified Western Australian Archaean impact 

structure (Macdonald et al 2003) but is possibly too young, too far away and not large enough 

to have generated the spherulite beds. 

Correlation of the Witwatersrand and the Mt Flora internal ring basin. and its 

exploration potential. 

 



Figure 22. Enhanced wet look gravity of the Mt Flora GRS, Pilbara (original gravity data 

from DMP, Geological Survey, WA, 2017, Website - Gravity KMZ file used for Google 

Earth and Witwatersrand image from Taylor et al 2009) and correlation at the same scale 

with the Witwatersrand goldfield on the margins of the Vredefort Impact Structure in South 

Africa. The gravity, at the same scale, of the centre of the Vredefort Impact Structure South 

Africa is shown as the bottom right inset (Canadian Microgravity 2009). 

Purdy’s Reward has been compared with the Witwatersrand gold mineralisation 

mechanism (Artemis report 2017). Purdy’s Reward gold mineralisation is associated with the 

intersection of the Mt Flora GRS main gravity ring. This marks the conglomeritic basal unit 

of the Fortescue basin with the underlying Pilbara Craton greenstones in the northern 

quadrant.  

This is similar to the geology of the Witwatersrand goldfield which is located on the 

northern quadrant of the Vredefort Impact Structure in South Africa (Taylor et al 2009). The 

main concentrating mechanism of the Witwatersrand gold was inflow of gold rich material 

into the central basin formed by the Vredefort Impact structure. The nuggets were 

concentrated by the normal gravity processes and the gold in solution (estimated 60% of 

Witwatersrand total) was concentrated by algal mats in the stagnant water of braided stream 

channels (Mike Jones lecture 2017).  

What has prompted the exploration impetus into the West Pilbara is the recognition 

that the Purdy’s Reward nuggets are similar in form to the algal mat type nuggets in the 

Witwatersrand goldfield and that the geological location is similar. The missing factor was an 

equivalent Vredefort impact structure. It has been proposed that the impact structure was 

required because the volcanoes associated with the outer rim were essential to generate the 

lifeforms and hot waters that precipitated the gold from solution (DMP, WA 2017 Website, 

Huston et al., 2002, Van Kranendonk, M. J. 2006, Handley and Campbell 2011). 

The correlation between Vredefort/Witwatersrand and Mt Flora/Mt Purdy gold 

occurrence in the west Pilbara has previously not been able to be definitively verified as the 

Mt Flora GRS factor was missing. This is the first published research that describes the Mt 

Flora GRS which, even if it is not an impact, is the Vredefort equivalent.  



Exploration potential of the Pilbara enhanced by the suggested correlation of the 

Witwatersrand and the Mt Flora GRS internal ring basin. 

  

 

Figure 20. Mt Flora radiometrics showing the gravity interpretation (original image Blewett 

AITS Ch2 2012 p 77). 

The discovery and definition of Mt Flora GRS means Witwatersrand type gold 

exploration can now proceed swiftly in a targeted manner. The yellow box encompasses the 

prospective area. More detailed targeting will be addressed in future papers but it is 



anticipated this task will be promptly carried out by the plethora of exploration companies 

exploring this concept already! 

There are iron mineral exploration opportunities where these rings intersect 

mineralised areas (white box). In the iron rich Hamersley area, the giant Iron deposits form 

on steep, deep structures that provide fluid access (both meteoric and hypabyssal) to oxidise 

the primary iron minerals to hematite and other secondary iron minerals that are more easily 

treated (Hagemann et al., 2007). The gravity in the south of the Mt Flora GRS is high and 

disrupts the rings due to the overlying iron rich Hamersley Group sediments. However, the 

rings do penetrate these sediments suggesting continuing movement. 

Growth fault base metals (of which there are many small deposits in the Pilbara) may 

have better formation conditions on the constantly moving steep faulted rings of the Mt Flora 

GRS and can now be more scientifically targeted.  

Uranium, which is intimately associated with the algal mat gold in the Witwatersrand, 

now has firm targeting parameters.  

Conclusions.  

The correlation of the median and outer rings of the Mt Flora GRS in the Landsat, 

geology, gravity, magnetics and radiometrics is independent co-incident evidence of the 

reality of this structure.  

The concentric nature and the morphology of these rings suggest that the Mt Flora 

GRS may be an impact structure. The age of the Mt Flora GRS is older than the base of the 

Fortescue basin and is possibly the age of the older spherulite beds in the East Pilbara  

Purdy’s Reward gold mineralisation lies on the Mt Flora 200km diameter outer ring, 

which marks the contact of the basal unit of the Fortescue basin with the underlying Pilbara 

Craton greenstones.  

The Mt Flora GRS, which formed the west Fortescue basin, is the equivalent of the 

Vredefort impact structure that formed the Witwatersrand basin. This confirms the proposed 

correlation between Purdy’s Reward and the Witwatersrand style gold occurrence.  

There are gold, and other minerals, exploration opportunities where these rings 

intersect mineralised areas. Preliminary targeting for Witwatersrand gold and iron is 

presented. 
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